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CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 
 

Minutes of the Meeting of February 12, 2019    
Beginning at 2:00 p.m. 

 
 
PRESENT OF THE COMMISSION: Chairwoman Christine Mondor,  

Brown, Askey, Burton-Faulk, Deitrick, 
Dick (via telephone), Mingo, O’Neill 
 

PRESENT OF THE STAFF: Gastil, Layman, Rakus, Miller, Gregory, 
Ray 

 
 

 
AGENDA ITEMS COVERED IN THESE MINUTES 

Item Page No. 

1. 19-FLDP-00001 Pennley Park South, New Construction 2 

2. Smallman Street Plan of Lots, 2100 Smallman Street, 2nd Ward 15 

 
Ms. Mondor chaired today’s meeting and called the meeting to order. 
 
A. ACTION ON THE MINUTES  
 

On a motion duly moved by Ms. Dick and seconded by Ms. Askey the 
minutes from the January 29, 2019 meeting were approved.   Ms. Mondor 
and Mr. Brown abstained.  
 

B. CORRESPONDENCE (See Attachment A for staff reports.) 
 

Ms. Mondor stated that the Commission was in receipt of       
correspondence: 

 Letter from Councilman Anthony Coghill’s Office concerning the 
West Liberty Elementary School 

 Letter in Support of the Pennley Park South project from Frank 
Ruffing 

 Letter in opposition of the Pennley Park South project from: 
o Josh Clark 
o Thea Young 
o A petition with 534 names 

 Letter of support of the Pennley Park South project from East 
Liberty Development Inc. 

 Letter from the Enright Park Neighborhood Association, Bloomfield 
Garfield Corporation and, Friendship Community Group requesting 
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that the Pennley Park South Park project be tabled to allow these 
groups to review a number of issues relating to this project. 

 A letter regarding Solar Energy Farms or Parks from David Fisher 
 
Ms. O’Neill recused from item #1 due to her previous employment with the City of 
Pittsburgh as a Solicitor and in relation to this project. 
 
C. DEVELOPMENT REVIEWS  (See Attachment B for staff reports.) 
 
1. Hearing and Action: 19-FLDP-00001 Pennley Park South, New 

Construction  
      

Mr. Layman made a presentation in accord with the attached staff report.  
Mr. Layman recommended approval of the proposal. 
 
John Kamin the Attorney for the applicant (Pennley Park South) 
introduced the presenters of the plan for construction of a new 9-story 
mixed-use building.  They accept the conditions set for by staff and would 
like to move forward with the project.  Today they will address the 
questions raised by the commissioners with their presentation today. 
 
Nancy Roman with Pasha Architecture and Jim Volksy with MBA 
Architects will present for the applicant. 
 
Ms. Roman presented what will be built as part of Phase 1.  Part of the 
Phase 1 the entire Eva Street will be built though for connectivity to 
Negley.  The elements added was defining seating outside and bike 
spaces they will need 62 spaces and they are provided in 3 areas.  The 
parts of the site that are ADA accessible are all the sidewalks around the 
building and the opposite side of S. St Clair.  The curb ramps at each 
crosswalk and the outdoor seating will be ADA accessible as well.  The 
fully accessible loading zone will be on site and there will be fully 
accessible parking on the street and in the garage.  The street trees on 
the west side will have larger tree pits to accommodate parking on the 
street.  On the building side cannot have tree pits due to utilities but will 
have plantings.  The standard city acorn lighting is proposed and there will 
be plantings on the poles.   Eva Street will have an accessible parking 
space and basic tree pits and city standard acorn lighting.  S. Euclid will 
have the standard tree pits and standard concrete paving along with acorn 
lighting. 
 
Mr. Volsky said there are no changes in the existing floor plan so he will 
move on to answer the questions.  The materials used will be masonry 
brick with a small amount of color to it and little depth with a dark color 
mortar.  There will be a clear e-glazing for the office tower.  There will an 
unfinished cedar on the lower rear of the building. 
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Mr. Kamin reviewed the sustainability efforts and they are meeting LEED 
certification as per the score card.  The location and transportation will 
score high; they will hire a transportation coordinator to meet this goal.  
The storm water management plan will be 66% percent improvement to 
what is currently in the area.  They are using larger tree pits to accomplish 
these goals including indoor and outdoor water reduction storage.  Energy 
efficient glass and HVAC is also being used.  They score close to the 
LEED silver range. 
 
Mr. Kamin said there were 45 meeting since August of 2015.  After the 
denial there were 10 different meetings held.  He presented dates of those 
meeting for the record.  Mr. Kamin read the requirements or criteria for 
review and approval of a FLDP under section 922.11.C.2 and as per Mr. 
Volsky the project does meet all the requirements except item C because 
there are no plans for residential development on the site. 
 
Mr. Kamin asked the commissioners if they had any questions.   

 
The Chairwoman called for comments from the Public. 
 
Jordan Malloy of Penn Avenue read a letter from a community member 
that could not attend in opposition of the project due to lack of affordable 
housing in the area. 
 
Councilman Reverend Ricky Burgess spoke in support of the project 
emphasizing that this development is very important to affordable housing 
in the area.  While he sympathizes with those displaced by this 
development there will be more affordable housing developed and built 
very soon and the families displaced can return to the neighborhood.  
There must be a city for all we have to bring in Market Rate development 
to ensure safe clean affordable housing.  As East End grows, we are 
making sure affordable housing occurs.   
 
Randall Taylor of Penn Plaza Support and Action and a Candidate for City 
Council spoke in opposition of the project due to lack of community 
engagement for LG Realty. 
 
Althea Sims of Penn Plaza Support and Action spoke in opposition of the 
project and asked for a moment of silence for Ms. Mabel Strickland a 
member of the Penn Plaza Support and Action who recently passed away.  
She believes that Ms. Strickland is a victim of the displacement that has 
happened in East Liberty.   
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Roman a PHD candidate at Carnegie Mellon University spoke in 
opposition of this plan and presented research about the effects that 
forced displacement does to the community. 
 
Crystal Jennings of Penn Plaza Support and Action spoke in opposition of 
the plan. 
 
Meril Somechak of Penn Plaza Support and Action spoke in opposition of 
the plan due to the poor community engagement by LG Realty. 
 
Joel McCarthy of 490 S. Highland Avenue spoke in opposition of the plan 
he also stated that the plan is not sustainable. 
 
Yohanna Ralkhold or Hays Street spoke about the privatization of the 
streets and that they will not have adequate access the park due to this. 
 
Matt Lynch of Elgyn Street stated that this land has been vacant too long 
for 4 years and creating an eye sore in the community.  He does agree 
with folks on certain things but hopes that the Planning Commission will 
make some type of final answer so this can move forward. 
 
Sally Ann Kluz of St. Clair Street and the Enright Park Support Group 
requests that the commission table this approval due to the most recent 
changes to the FLDP and they have not had a chance to review those and 
they would request that there only be public streets to provide adequate 
access to the park. 
 
Jacob of Friendship spoke in opposition of this plan due to the lack of 
community engagement. 
 
Mel Packer of Point Breeze spoke in opposition of this plan. 
 
Chris George of S. Graham Street spoke in opposition of the plan. 
 
John Extell of the Friendship Community Group asked the commission to 
postpone this vote due to the issues surrounding the privatization of the 
streets and lack of notice of changes to the FLDP.  
 
Alice Keating of the Northside spoke in opposition of the plan due to the 
effects this has on climate change. 
 
Karen Slonicker of 215 Amber Street spoke about the privatization of Eva 
and St. Clair Streets and the effects of the streets being private. 
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Dr. Darryl Cannady of Rodman Street Baptist Church and of the East 
Liberty Village Collaborative spoke in support of the plan stating the there 
are many projects in the works to help with affordable housing. 
 
Lori Moran of East Liberty Chamber of Commerce spoke in support of the 
plan and submitted a letter of support for the record. 
 
Sophie Lyons of East Liberty spoke in opposition of the project due to the 
gentrification. 
 
Donna Green who lives on Negley Avenue directly across from the site 
spoke in opposition of the plan. 
 
Carmen Brown of Penn Plaza Support and Action spoke in opposition of 
the plan. 
 
Swain Huber of Pittsburgh spoke in opposition of the project. 
 
Cheryl E. Fuller of Hamilton Avenue spoke in opposition of the plan due to 
the displacement of the families in the area. 
 
Daniel Sun of Squirrel Hill 15217 spoke in opposition of the plan the FDLP 
is an insult to the citizens of the city. 
 
Jennifer Haven of Friendship asked the commission to postpone the 
project approval due to lack of community engagement. 
 
Louis Clep of Coral Street spoke in opposition of the project. 
 
Maelene Myers of East Liberty Development Corporation spoke in support 
of the project and submitted a letter of support for the record. 

 
There being no more comments from the Public, the Chairwoman called 
for questions and comments from the Commissioners.  
 
Ms. Mondor began by asking a few clarification questions. 
 
Is the criteria to consider 922.11.C.2? 
 
Mr. Layman said yes. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked about the funding and displacement/relocation. 
 
Mr. Gastil said the TRID is looking at an initial analysis of the value.  The 
overall first phase value is about 6.3 million dollars.  50% will go to the 
infrastructure, the remaining is part is for the park (1 million) and 2.15 for 
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affordable housing. The second phase will bring as much if not more 
revenue into the TRID.  This information will be needed to apply for a 
TRID loan to draw down for the park first and then for affordable housing 
in the near area.  A preliminary presentation has been made to the TRID 
board.  We are working with the City Law moving forward. 
 
Ms. Dick asked to define the TRID acronym for the public. 
 
Mr. Gastil: Transit Revitalization Investment District. 
 
Mr. Gastil the TRID phase two study that was adopted in 2016 identifies 
affordable housing as an approved use. 
 
Ms. Deitrick asked what the timeline for the funding and availability is. 
 
Mr. Gastil said it could begin as soon as the building begins.  
 
Mr. Kamin said the payment comes up front with no tail. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked about the housing committee who signed this and who 
will approve the projects. 
 
Mr. Gastil said the Consent Decree outlines several neighborhood 
organizations. 
 
Ms. Mingo asked when it starts. 
 
Mr. Gastil said it would begin further in the entitlement process. 
 
Ms. Mingo asked were other projects that are part of the TRID funding. 
 
Mr. Gastil said that this is first one used toward affordable housing. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked about the update of the relocation of the tenants have 
they found homes. 
 
Mr. Kamin said as part of the initial MOU administered by the URA the 
relocation services was successful in relocating all of the displaced 
tenants they were given weekly updates in fact the agreed to phase the 
demolition so there was time to help the displaced residents.   
 
Ms. Mondor asked if there was a representative from the URA to speak 
about this. 
 
Mr. Gastil said not at this time. 
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Ms. Mondor asked about the Resolution of Concern that the Planning 
Commission put forth (which is not part of this project) but they would like 
to have an update on the status of this resolution. 
 
Mr. Gastil noted that current activates relevant to the Resolution of 
Concern include; The Public Engagement Working Group; working with 
Councilmen Lavelle and Burgess to develop an Affordable Housing Impact 
Statement Legislations and the development of a Neighborhood Plan 
Guide.  He noted that there will be a fuller update to the Commission in 
the future.  
 
Ms. Mingo asked for a copy of the Consent Decree.  She wondered about 
the privatization of the streets in relation to this Consent Decree. 
 
Mr. Gastil said that there will be an easement to make sure the park has 
public access. 
 
Mr. Layman clarified that the consent order does not speak to ownership 
of the streets nor does the FDLP and does not affect it in any way.  The 
process will include the City’s Law Department and DOMI will work on the 
easement concerns. 
 
Ms. Mondor explained the limits of the Planning Commission decision. 
They cannot put housing on this site.  They cannot change things that are 
by right the developer’s rights.  The petition references the 922.11B3, 
which is the PLDP, which is not correct, and they cannot act on the 
petition.  The criteria in which they are evaluating the project today are as 
follows: 

a) The proposed development must comply with an approved PLDP; 
b) The proposed development must include retail where such wuses 

would maintain existing patterns; 
c) The proposed development must address compatibility with existing 

residential areas; 
d) The development must adequately address parking; 
e) The development must address traffic generation characteristics; 
f) The development must address pedestrian traffic patterns; 
g) The development must address access to public transportation 

facilities; 
h) The proposed development must address architectural 

relationships with surrounding buildings; 
i) The development must address microclimate effects; and 
j) The development must address compatibility and conformance with 

the Zoning Code. 
 

Ms. Mondor suggested that the commission review the project with these 
criteria and asked the commission express any concerns they have. 
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Ms. Mondor asked if the commissioners had any issue with item A. 
 
Ms. Mingo said they tried to restrict the height and it was overturned in 
court.  In addition, the massing of the building and the parking is what’s 
allowed by the zoning code.  She suggested that the people go through 
their neighborhoods parcel by parcel to see what is and is not allowed.  It 
is too late the change the zoning for this site. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked that the Zoning Administrator address the parking in 
item D. 
 
Mr. Layman said that in PUD districts the parking is to be determined by a 
parking demand analysis and the applicant did submit one which was 
reviewed by DOMI as part of the TIS that was approved.  The parking is 
determined by a formula based on usage.  There could be a range 
because of the grocery store potential use could be as high as 833 or as 
low as 464 again this is a hypothetical analysis.  The applicant is providing 
62 bike parking spaces which exceeds the amount needed.  As part of the 
recommended condition, they will look at the complete set of drawings 
before a building permit is issued. 
 
Ms. Deitrick said she received her mailing yesterday at 4:28 pm from 
DOMI and CDAP and she has not have had the time to review.  The 
commission should have this material beforehand.  She has not been able 
to digest the 672-space garage in this neighborhood and she has not seen 
it in the report.  She does not feel comfortable to approve this because 
she has not had time to review. 
 
Ms. Burton-Faulk said she feels that if staff is reporting the numbers she 
can believe the numbers are accurate and she is willing to accept those 
numbers. 
 
Ms. Mingo said that she does not believe the city has a maximum parking 
limits. 
 
Mr. Layman said the code does have maximums in certain areas. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked to the applicant to indicate where drop off for Uber and 
things like that. 
 
Mr. Kamin said the traffic analysis was approved by DOMI for about 8 
months now. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked if that information was communicated in the community 
meetings. 
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Mr. Kamin said their traffic engineer was present during one of the 
meetings.  
 
Mr. Volsky stated that more than half of the parking is set up so if it is not 
needed it can be taken down.  The Uber drop off is on S. Clair. 
 
Ms. Dick asked if the Uber area is for handicap drop off as well. 
 
Mr. Volsky said yes includes underground covered drop off. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked about the rendering on Penn Avenue. 
 
Mr. Kamin said the design of Penn Avenue is within DOMI’s purview. 
 
Angie Martinez of DOMI and said that Euclid Avenue is a URA planned 
roadway expansion to convert that one-way portion to two-way and Penn 
Avenue will be an extension of that which could include other features this 
rendering is conceptual and has not been funded but is an option at this 
time.  They will continue to work with the developer as needed to 
implement a portion of this roadway design to be pursued by the city. 
 
Ms. Mingo asked if the piece on S. Euclid is funded. 
 
Ms. Martinez said yes and the community has been vetted. 
 
Ms. Mingo has some concerns of bike parking during peak shopping 
times.  The amount of bike parking on street level is not going to be 
enough.  She would like to see more bike parking and is concerned about 
the ADA and Uber dropoff if it is a busy development there needs to be 
more spaces. 
 
Mr. Kamin said that the accessibility on the inside will allow for more drop 
off. 
 
Ms. Dick asked if a drop off person would have to pay for parking to pick 
that person up. 
 
Mr. Kamin said no. 
 
Mr. Volksy said immediately upon entering the garage there are 
accessible parking spaces. 
 
Ms. Mingo asked about the loading pattern relating to the park. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked if there were any questions relating to item B. 
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Ms. Deitrick said she would like to see a study or report on the existing 
patterns of retail and how it compliments existing patterns.  They need to 
be marked so she can understand how they are maintaining the patterns. 
 
Mr. Volsky stated that they are always looking for retail patterns.  Retail 
tends to draw other retail.  In this case, all of the land on Penn Avenue to 
the West into Bloomfield are retail.  When you look at bigger patterns 
where you have anchor retail that help feed smaller shops.  This project 
will act as a bridge connecting the two areas.   
 
Ms. Deitrick said she has not found reflective numbers to support this. 
 
Mr. Kamin the former project had first floor retail as well. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked if there were any comments or questions on criteria C. 
 
Ms. Deitrick there is not much to say since there is no residential. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked if there were any comments on criteria E. 
 
Ms. Mingo asked about the loading and is for DOMI.  In the motion there is 
a criteria about the loading pattern. 
 
Ms. Martinez said DOMI has reviewed the proposed loading on Euclid 
Avenue and what they look at is the types of trucks will be able to make 
the maneuver properly.  Exit and entry must be able to be seen.  Loading 
must take place outside of working hours to reduce conflicts that occur 
with the new configuration of Euclid. 
 
Ms. Deitrick said the width of the cut and dimensions do not have any 
numbers on the report she just received.  They should have been done 
before this hearing. 
 
Ms. Martinez said the department has reviewed them and the site plan 
they issue the driveway curb cut permit and the ROW plan is the next step 
in the development review process. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked about clarification of right to access on Eva Street and 
why it is not public. 
 
Mr. Kamin said they have proposed that the Streets be private and there 
be a bicycle pedestrian easement.  First to maintain it as it needs to be 
including snow removal and storm water management.  They need a 
massive system of detention tanks to control the storm water and there 
are numerous utilities on that street and the need to have right and 
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control.  Therefore, proposing they be private with easement.  This is not 
about changing rights but the developer needs to control the property. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked will there be a private security force. 
 
Mr. Kamin said absolutely they will have security for the safety of their 
people.  They may have farmer’s markets and those types of things within 
S. St Clair Street.  The sidewalk to Eva is public. 
 
Ms. Deitrick asked about the number as to what the traffic looks like.  Any 
need for any type of traffic slowing.  They did not get those things to look 
at.  
 
Mr. Kamin said they submitted that information to DOMI 
 
Chuck Wolster the Traffic Consultant stated that DOMI asked them to 
prepare an executive summary of the traffic study and they are in the 
process of submitting that.  The only thing they have asked for a Memo of 
Findings they did not have the parking included but it will be. The primary 
mitigation is S. St Clair and Eva Street.  There will be four different traffic 
points.  They have no significant traffic points to add any traffic slowing at 
this time. There is some confusion with the Euclid two-way conversion 
they have been in contact with the engineer and will coordinate their 
efforts with them.  We have meeting set up with Port Authority for the 
setup of bus stops.   
 
Ms. Deitrick asked about the left turn either way. 
 
Mr. Wolster said there are traffic lights to create gaps to help with the left 
turns. 
 
Ms. Martinez said S. St. Clair and Euclid entrances are stop controlled. 
 
Ms. Mingo asked about the parking where the park is. 
 
Mr. Wolster said there will only be parking on one side.  The decision was 
part of the mediation for the park but the city will decide if they add 
parking. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked for history on that decision why parking is not on both 
sides of Eva Street. 
 
Mr. Kamin said parking can be put on both sides.  During mediation they 
wanted sidewalk connectivity.  They are only putting a back of curb on Eva 
Street. 
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Ms. Mondor asked if there is a sidewalk on S. St. Clair. 
 
Mr. Kamin said yes. 
 
Ms. Mondor asked if there were additional traffic patterning concerns.  She 
then asked for questions for item G. 
 
Ms. Mondor proceeded to item H and asked for any questions or 
comments.  
 
Mr. Volsky said it will be steel construction so the height is industry 
standard.   
 
Ms. Mondor proceeded to item I and asked for any questions or 
comments. None 
 
Ms. Mondor proceeded to item J and asked for any questions are 
comments. None 
 
Ms. Mondor asked about the characterization of the community 
engagement process. 
 
Mr. Kamin stated that the consent order outlined how they were supposed 
to proceed.  The first meeting they took input from the community much of 
the talk about those items had to do with housing and residential use of 
the property.  There is no housing on this project.  There was a lot of 
discussion about loading and traffic issues.  The loading plan has been 
adjusted as a result of those concerns.  The community meetings that 
were not part of the overall housing concerns.  The dates of the meetings 
are 3/21/2018 and 4/16/2018 and on 1/7/2019 
 
Ms. Mondor asked for attendance. 
 
Mr. Kamin said less than 50 on the 7th and the 21st close to 100 and on the 
16 close to 100. 
 
Ms. Burton-Faulk asked if the traffic changes were a result of the 
community meetings. 
 
Mr. Kamin said to some degree yes. 
 
Ms. Dick asked for the developer to look at better ways to notify people 
that public meetings were being held. 
 
Mr. Kamin said a couple different avenues were explored whether it was 
the with the city’s assistance or the community groups using their outreach 
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but they did not door knock.  The meetings were in the paper and on 
television.  There was adequate public notice. 
 
Ms. Mondor said they options they can approve because it meets criteria, 
we can deny but we must know that the applicant can appeal.  We can 
continue because we did not receive information in time.  There will be no 
more public testimony.   
 
She stated that she continues to have concerns but it does not meet the 
denial criteria.  She believes we have not addressed the displacement 
issues holistically.  We should have a report where the existing displaced 
residents are living.  She thinks community meetings should be 
documented and knows staff is working on that.  We need to understand 
who is in attendance and how the community is notified of meetings. 
 
Ms. Mondor called a 10-minute recess to return at 5:30 p.m. 
 
Ms. Mondor called the meeting to order.  She called for any more 
questions or concerns by the commission. 
 
There being no more questions for concerns from the Commissioners, the 
Chairwoman called for the motion. 
 
MOTION:  That the Planning Commission of the City of Pittsburgh 
approves the Final Land Development Plan #19-FLDP-00001 for new 
construction of a 9-story mixed use building, in accordance with the 
application and drawings submitted by Pennley Park South, Inc., property 
owner; subject to the following conditions: 
 
1. The final construction plans including site plans, landscape plan, and 

elevations shall be reviewed and approved by the Zoning Administrator 
prior to approval of an application for a building permit, with particular 
attention to alternative compliance for street trees, and a final design 
for the S. Euclid Avenue curb cut as approved by DOMI; and 
 

2. All DOMI conditions of the TIS approval shall be satisfied prior to the 
issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy. 

 
MOVED BY Ms. Burton-Faulk;            SECONDED BY Ms. Dick. 

 
Roll Call: 

 
 Ms. Askey – Yes   Ms. Detrick – No  
 Mr. Brown – Yes   Ms. Mondor - No 
  Ms. Burton-Faulk – Yes 
 Ms. Dick – Yes 
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 Ms. Mingo – Yes  
      CARRIED 
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D. PLAN OF LOTS (See Attachment C.) 
 

2. Smallman Street Plan of Lots, 2100 Smallman Street, 2nd Ward 
 

Mr. Miller made a presentation in accord with the attached staff report. 
Director Gastil stated that the subdivision committee had met and 
recommends approval of the plan.  The Chairwoman called for a motion. 
 
MOTION: That the Smallman Street Plan of Lots, 2nd Ward, City of 
Pittsburgh, County of Allegheny, received by the Planning Commission on 
February 12, 2019, BE PRELIMINARILY APPROVED AND 
SCHEDULED FOR FINAL REVIEW ON FEBRUARY 26, 2019. 
 
MOVED BY Ms. Askey;  SECONDED BY Mr. Brown. 
 
IN FAVOR: Mondor, Brown, Askey, Burton-Faulk, Deitrick, Dick, 

Mingo  
 
OPPOSED:  None      CARRIED 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D. ADJOURNMENT:              
 
 APPROVED BY:   Becky Mingo     
      SECRETARY 
 
 Attachments 
 
 
 
DISCLAIMER:  The official records of the Planning Commission’s meetings are the 
Minutes of the Meetings approved by the Commission’s Secretary, Becky Mingo.  The 
Minutes are the ONLY official record. 
 
Any other notes, recordings, etc. are not official records of the Planning Commission.  
The Planning Commission cannot verify the accuracy or authenticity of notes, 
recordings, etc., that are not part of the official minutes. 
 
 


